IMPORTANT: please keep the original package of the product in a safe place for warranty reasons.

Thanks for having purchased Lupolux products. All the products are made in Italy and all the efforts have been put to keep the quality standards high. We hope this product can help you in your job and make your life easier as a professional. We also hope you will enjoy its use and we would be happy to receive your feedback about it.

LED Fresnels Instructions

- Device for internal use only.
- Protection standard IP20.
- Maximum surrounding temperature: 35 °C.
- Make sure power supply plug is adapt to capacity required.
- As prescribed by international regulations, a safety cable must be used when the fixture is suspended from the ceiling.
- To switch on the light push the on/off button.
- Dayled 650 and Dayled 1000 models are equipped with new generation high quality LED arrays.
- Dayled 650 is equipped with 50 W single LED array.
- Dayled 1000 is equipped with 90 W single LED array.
Dayled 650
Dayled 1000

Manual dimmer/DMX display

Through the manual dimmer/DMX controller it is possible to control the manual dimmer function and to switch between manual control and DMX control. All the information appear on the LCD display.

- Left button: dimming down
- Centre button: dimming up
- Right button: manual/DMX select
XLR connectors on the back of the Fresnel (position different between Dayled 650 and Dayled 1000)

XLR 4 pin male: battery connection  
XLR 5 pin male: DMX in  
DMX 5 pin female DMX out

All the three XLR connectors for use with DMX control desks or batteries are positioned on the back of the Fresnels, though their position is slightly different between Dayled 650 model and Dayled 1000 model.

- XLR 4 pin male connector: battery connection  
- XLR 5 pin male connector: DMX input  
- XLR 5 pin female connector: DMX output

For use with DMX control desks:  
Always check the control desk instruction manual before operating the fixture.

For battery use:  
Always use 14.8 V batteries.  
Dayled 650 works with 7 A load discharge batteries.  
Dayled 1000 works with 10 A load discharge batteries.  
As to capacity (Ah), the higher the capacity of the battery, the longer is the functioning time of the fixture.
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Do not operate the equipment before studying the instruction manual and the accompanying safety precautions. Make sure that Lupolux Safety Instructions is always included with the equipment! Lupolux products are intended for professional use. Do not place or use the equipment where it can be exposed to moisture, extreme electromagnetic fields or in areas with flammable gases or dust! Do not expose the equipment to dripping or splashing. Do not place any objects filled with liquids on or near the equipment. Do not expose the equipment to hasty temperature changes in humid conditions as this could lead to condensation water in the unit. Equipment must only be serviced, modified or repaired by authorized and competent service personnel!

CAUTION – BURN HAZARD – HOT PARTS

Do not touch hot parts with bare fingers! LED bulbs and certain metal parts emit strong heat when used! Do not point lamps too close to persons. Always use the fixtures with the front part closed.

NOTICE – EQUIPMENT OVERHEATING RISK

Do not obstruct ventilation by placing filters, diffusing materials, etc. over inlets and outlets of the equipment ventilation or directly over glass cover or LED bulbs.

FINAL DISPOSAL

Equipment contains electrical and electronic components that could be harmful to the environment. Equipment may be returned to Lupolux distributors free of charge for recycling according to WEEE. Follow local legal requirements for separate disposal of waste, for instance WEEE directive for electrical and electronic equipment on the European market, when product life has ended!

Warranty

Each Lupolux product will be repaired free of charge by Lupolux if during a period of 12 months (for mechanical components) and 12 months (for electrical/electronic components) from date of purchase its working order is impaired through a manufacturing or material defect. The faulty product should be immediately sent to authorized dealer or Lupolux. This warranty is not valid for equipment which has been used improperly, dismantled, modified or repaired by persons not belonging to the Lupolux distribution network. It does not cover Lamps, lenses or other material entirely or partially made of glass. No responsibilities can be accepted for damage resulting from unsatisfactory operation of the equipment.
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